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IntroductionIntroduction (1)(1)

ll advantagesadvantages ofof agent based techniques agent based techniques inin
healthcare information systemshealthcare information systems: : coordinationcoordination, , 
personalizationpersonalization, , dynamicdynamic, , decentralizeddecentralized, , etcetc..

ll butbut: : indivisible healthcare history and therapy indivisible healthcare history and therapy 
of the patient is allocated to independent and of the patient is allocated to independent and 
autonomous healthcare institutionsautonomous healthcare institutions

ll reunification of the different pieces of the reunification of the different pieces of the 
therapy of a single patient executed at therapy of a single patient executed at 
different placesdifferent places is is based on adbased on ad--hoc methods hoc methods 
and the information provided by the patientand the information provided by the patient
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IntroductionIntroduction (2)(2)

ll provenance of electronic data in service oriented provenance of electronic data in service oriented 
architecturesarchitectures:: enable users to trace how a particular enable users to trace how a particular 
result has been produced by identifying the result has been produced by identifying the 
individual and aggregated services that produced a individual and aggregated services that produced a 
particular outputparticular output

ll organ transplant application of the Provenance organ transplant application of the Provenance 
projectproject:: we propose the usage of provenance we propose the usage of provenance 
techniques to provide better healthcare services for techniques to provide better healthcare services for 
patients by providing a unified view of the whole patients by providing a unified view of the whole 
health treatment historyhealth treatment history
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IntroductionIntroduction (3)(3)

ll As long as the treatment and the data are As long as the treatment and the data are 
distributed among the agents of the healthcare distributed among the agents of the healthcare 
information system, privacy protection is focused on information system, privacy protection is focused on 
the protection of partial information piecesthe protection of partial information pieces

ll with the introduction of provenance into the system with the introduction of provenance into the system 
we rewe re--integrate the different piecesintegrate the different pieces

ll ourour goalsgoals: : 
ll investigateinvestigate thethe privacy aspects of introducing provenance privacy aspects of introducing provenance 

into healthcare information systemsinto healthcare information systems

ll propose methods against the new types of riskspropose methods against the new types of risks
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Distributed and Heterogeneous Distributed and Heterogeneous 

EHCR ApplicationsEHCR Applications (1)(1)

ll fragmented and heterogeneous data fragmented and heterogeneous data 
resources and services forming islands of resources and services forming islands of 
informationinformation

ll the corresponding workflow chunks are the corresponding workflow chunks are 
distributed among these islands of distributed among these islands of 
informationinformation

ll the treatment of the patient might require the treatment of the patient might require 
viewing these pieces of workflow and data as viewing these pieces of workflow and data as 
a wholea whole
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Distributed and Heterogeneous Distributed and Heterogeneous 

EHCR ApplicationsEHCR Applications (2)(2)

ll ENV 13606 preENV 13606 pre--standard developed by CEN/TC251 standard developed by CEN/TC251 
(European Committee of Normalisation, Technical (European Committee of Normalisation, Technical 
Committee 251) is vital for the exchange of clinical Committee 251) is vital for the exchange of clinical 
datadata

ll EHCR architecture defines how to exchange data, EHCR architecture defines how to exchange data, 
butbut the linking of the workflow pieces which the linking of the workflow pieces which 
generated the data is not discussed in EHCR generated the data is not discussed in EHCR 
standardsstandards

ll provenance architecture helps to document the way provenance architecture helps to document the way 
the data was created and link the workflow pieces the data was created and link the workflow pieces 
togethertogether
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Electronic Healthcare Records Electronic Healthcare Records 

and Case Antecedentsand Case Antecedents

ll In order to pull together the medical history of a In order to pull together the medical history of a 
patient we have essentially three options: patient we have essentially three options: 
ll Build a system mirroring the current one based on Build a system mirroring the current one based on 

fragments of records in different places which can be fragments of records in different places which can be 
pulled together to produce a unified view on demand pulled together to produce a unified view on demand 
(depending on the permissions of the viewer). (depending on the permissions of the viewer). 

ll Build a system of a more centralised nature with a master Build a system of a more centralised nature with a master 
record which can be read and written to by authorised record which can be read and written to by authorised 
healthcare providers (in a controlled fashion) and possible healthcare providers (in a controlled fashion) and possible 
cached at a particular healthcare provider. cached at a particular healthcare provider. 

ll Build a hybrid system which stores fragments of data with Build a hybrid system which stores fragments of data with 
providers but records high level events in a central master providers but records high level events in a central master 
record.record.
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Provenance in Service Provenance in Service 

Oriented ArchitecturesOriented Architectures

ll provenanceprovenance: : ““the provenance of a piece of data is the provenance of a piece of data is 
the process that led to the datathe process that led to the data””

ll provenance of a piece of data will be represented in provenance of a piece of data will be represented in 
a computer system by some suitable documentationa computer system by some suitable documentation
((a set of a set of pp--assertionsassertions))

ll provenance lifecycleprovenance lifecycle::
ll actors create pactors create p--assertionsassertions

ll pp--assertions are stored in a provenance storeassertions are stored in a provenance store

ll users or applications can query the provenance storeusers or applications can query the provenance store

ll the provenance store and its contents can be managedthe provenance store and its contents can be managed
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Organ Transplant Management Organ Transplant Management 

ApplicationApplication
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Privacy IssuesPrivacy Issues

ll disclosures are necessary to treat patients, disclosures are necessary to treat patients, 
process claims, measure outcomes, and fight process claims, measure outcomes, and fight 
diseasedisease

ll privacy protection should notprivacy protection should not bebe focused on focused on 
nondisclosure, but on controlled and nondisclosure, but on controlled and 
irreversible disclosureirreversible disclosure

ll which mainly means the protection of the which mainly means the protection of the 
identity of the patientidentity of the patient
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Privacy in Healthcare Record Privacy in Healthcare Record 

ManagementManagement

ll technical measures that must be takentechnical measures that must be taken
ll separation must ensure that no unauthorized person can separation must ensure that no unauthorized person can 

connect the identity of the patient with his medical or connect the identity of the patient with his medical or 
genetic datagenetic data

ll data must be protected against any kind of unauthorized data must be protected against any kind of unauthorized 
processingprocessing

ll unauthorized inputs, queries, modifications or deletions of unauthorized inputs, queries, modifications or deletions of 
the data while they are stored in the computer memory of the data while they are stored in the computer memory of 
the information system, as well as while the data are sent the information system, as well as while the data are sent 
through the network from a computer to another, must be through the network from a computer to another, must be 
avoidedavoided

ll no unauthorizedno unauthorized accessaccess
ll protect the data against accidental destruction and lossprotect the data against accidental destruction and loss
ll aaccessccess and data input loggingand data input logging
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Privacy and ProvenancePrivacy and Provenance (1) (1) 

ll wwe introduce an additional agent type into the e introduce an additional agent type into the 
system: the provenance agentsystem: the provenance agent

ll healthcare agents give up part of the control over healthcare agents give up part of the control over 
the datathe data, , the autonomy of the healthcare information the autonomy of the healthcare information 
is shared with the provenance storeis shared with the provenance store

ll provenance storeprovenance store is then able to link data and the is then able to link data and the 
workflow pieces that generated the dataworkflow pieces that generated the data

ll the provenance system helps the integration of the the provenance system helps the integration of the 
informationinformation islands which raises additional privacy islands which raises additional privacy 
risksrisks
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Privacy and ProvenancePrivacy and Provenance (2)(2)

ll for provenance we need as much information as for provenance we need as much information as 
possible about the whole process to be able to trace possible about the whole process to be able to trace 
back all that has happenedback all that has happened

ll for privacy we need to restrict as much as possible for privacy we need to restrict as much as possible 
the information available in order to avoid the information available in order to avoid 
identification of patients and practitioners by identification of patients and practitioners by 
unauthorised usersunauthorised users

ll wewe identifiedidentified two main riskstwo main risks::
ll crosscross--link risklink risk: the risk that unauthorised users are able to : the risk that unauthorised users are able to 

link some piece of medical data with an identifiable person link some piece of medical data with an identifiable person 
by crossby cross--linking information from different sourceslinking information from different sources

ll event trail riskevent trail risk: the risk to be able to identify a person by : the risk to be able to identify a person by 
connecting the events and actions related to that personconnecting the events and actions related to that person
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Protecting Privacy in the OTM Protecting Privacy in the OTM 

ApplicationApplication

ll event trail riskevent trail risk:: information not available in the information not available in the 
healthcare information system has to be matched healthcare information system has to be matched 
with the information in the healthcare information with the information in the healthcare information 
systemsystem => => requires more effort and information to requires more effort and information to 
exploitexploit

ll crosscross--link risklink risk: : can be exploited using information can be exploited using information 
available only in the healthcare information systemavailable only in the healthcare information system
=> => wewe focusfocus onon thisthis

ll techniques to reduce the crosstechniques to reduce the cross--link risk: link risk: 
ll we do not put medical data in the provenance store we do not put medical data in the provenance store 
ll we we anonymiseanonymise the patient datathe patient data
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Medical Data and the Medical Data and the 

Provenance StoreProvenance Store (1)(1)

ll Can we put medical data into pCan we put medical data into p--assertions which will assertions which will 
be stored within provenance stores? be stored within provenance stores? 

ll Can we put person identifiers into pCan we put person identifiers into p--assertions?assertions?

ll Is it enough if we Is it enough if we anonymiseanonymise patients in ppatients in p--
assertions? assertions? 

ll How can we safely How can we safely anonymiseanonymise the patient? the patient? 

ll If we do not store medical information in the If we do not store medical information in the 
provenance store, then how can we retrieve the provenance store, then how can we retrieve the 
provenance of medical data?provenance of medical data?
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Medical Data and the Medical Data and the 

Provenance StoreProvenance Store (2)(2)

ll we dwe doo not store sensitive medical data in the not store sensitive medical data in the 
provenance store, but only references to such dataprovenance store, but only references to such data

ll public identifiers of patients are not stored in the public identifiers of patients are not stored in the 
provenance store, only provenance store, only anonymisedanonymised identifiers are identifiers are 
usedused

ll the provenance store contains only the linkage and the provenance store contains only the linkage and 
the skeleton of the provenance of the medical data, the skeleton of the provenance of the medical data, 
and the healthcare data can be laid on the skeleton and the healthcare data can be laid on the skeleton 
by retrieving it from the healthcare information by retrieving it from the healthcare information 
system when neededsystem when needed

ll retrieval is done by an EHCR system which is retrieval is done by an EHCR system which is 
completely under the control of EHCR access rulescompletely under the control of EHCR access rules
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Anonym Identity in the Anonym Identity in the 

Provenance StoreProvenance Store (1)(1)

ll the fact that the patient was treatedthe fact that the patient was treated oror thethe placeplace ofof
treatmenttreatment, can be sensitive information, can be sensitive information => => at least at least 
the patient identity has to be the patient identity has to be anonymisedanonymised

ll anonymisationanonymisation process requirementsprocess requirements::
ll iif two sets of pf two sets of p--assertions are related to the same patient, assertions are related to the same patient, 

then there should be a way to link then there should be a way to link anonymisedanonymised patient patient 
identifiers referring to the same patient in the different sets identifiers referring to the same patient in the different sets 
of pof p--assertionsassertions

ll anonymisationanonymisation procedure should be irreversibleprocedure should be irreversible
ll aas a consequence, no component in the system should s a consequence, no component in the system should 

store the real identifier of the patient and its store the real identifier of the patient and its anonymisedanonymised
identifier togetheridentifier together
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Anonym Identity in the Anonym Identity in the 

Provenance StoreProvenance Store (2)(2)

ll inin the OTM application the EHCRS system appliesthe OTM application the EHCRS system applies
anonymousanonymous case identifierscase identifiers

ll to connect different cases: to connect different cases: 
ll we store case identifiers in the pwe store case identifiers in the p--assertions and define assertions and define 

relationships between themrelationships between them ((the the physicianphysician sayssays that the that the 
current case is related to a previous onecurrent case is related to a previous one), ), oror

ll we use a global anonymous tracer of the patient and we use a global anonymous tracer of the patient and 
connect each case identifier to that anonymous tracer in pconnect each case identifier to that anonymous tracer in p--
assertionsassertions ((helps to connect cases helps to connect cases whichwhich are not explicitly are not explicitly 
knownknown))
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ConclusionConclusion

ll pprovenancerovenance may increase the quality of medical services by may increase the quality of medical services by 
providing a unified view of the medical history of patientsproviding a unified view of the medical history of patients

ll butbut raises new privacy issues which we investigatedraises new privacy issues which we investigated
ll wwe identified two e identified two newnew privacy risksprivacy risks
ll wwe reasoned that the most critical of these risks is the crosse reasoned that the most critical of these risks is the cross--link link 

risk and proposed methods to eliminate this riskrisk and proposed methods to eliminate this risk
ll we are working on the implementation of the we are working on the implementation of the OTMOTM application application 

with provenance extension and we are implementing the outlined with provenance extension and we are implementing the outlined 
privacy protection methodsprivacy protection methods

ll privacy issues investigated and methods proposed may be privacy issues investigated and methods proposed may be 
relevant beyond the specific implementation discussed hererelevant beyond the specific implementation discussed here
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